
  

 

Abstract—This paper describes the algorithm developed with 

the aim to hide a “secret” color video sequence within another 

color video sequence. An approach to apply a wavelet transform 

in order to decompose the cover video sequence and then 

replace the less significant wavelet band with “secret” video 

frames has been implemented and tested. On the receiver side, 

process is reversed and the hidden color video recovered from 

stego color video. Proposed algorithm has been implemented 

using Mat lab and PSNR and MSE error metrics employed to 

evaluate the quality of both video sequences. 

 
Index Terms—Discrete wavelets transform (DWT), LSB, 

PSNR, and Steganography. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Steganography is a science of hiding data or messages 

within other data or a message. It is one of the ways of 

achieving safe, secure and covert communication. In a 

perfectly secure system, a normal message should be 

indistinguishable from a stego-object, and therefore 

undetectable by a human or by a computer looking for 

patterns [1], [2]. 

Practically, this is not always the case. In order to embed 

covert data into a carrier message, the carrier data must 

contain a certain amount of insignificant data or noise. This 

helps the embedding process by replacing this data or noise 

with the data which is secret and needs to be hidden from 

intruders. While enabling the use of steganography, this 

distortion of original, carrier data can limit the use of some 

data types and formats for steganography applications [3]. 

Small amount of redundant noise or data makes a text 

based steganography a difficult task to achieve. Thus, it is 

very easy for a third party to modify data in text based 

steganography by altering the text itself or by changing the 

format of the text containing the file (e.g. from .TXT to .PDF, 

etc.). Some popular text based steganography methods have 

been recently summarized and described in details [3]. 

Line-shift encoding is one of the popular techniques where 

each line of text is shifted up or down vertically by minimum 

of 3cm. The covert message is encrypted according to the 

position of the line whether it was up or down vertically from 

the original line [4] 

Word-shifting encryption principle is similar to that of 

line-shift encryption; this method hides covert messages 

in-between horizontal spaces of words. Visibility of covert 

messages in this method is almost negligible. Both of the 

mentioned methods require either the original file or the 

knowledge of the original files alterations to be able to 

decrypt the covert information [4].  
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Hiding covert information in digital images has become a 

widely researched subject in the recent years. It relies and 

takes advantage of the limited ability of the human visual 

system (HVS) [1], [2]. Digital images used in steganography 

are typically 8-bit and 24-bit per pixel images with each 

image type coming with its own advantages and 

disadvantages. As an advantage, 8-bit images are relatively 

small in size, but the potential drawback is that only 256 

possible colors or grey levels can be utilized in encryption. 

24-bit images are more flexible compared to 8-bit images [4], 

although the obvious drawback is that the large size can make 

them more prone to be suspected when shared over an open 

system environment. A possible solution to overcome the 

aforementioned drawback with 24-bit per pixel images is to 

apply digital image compression [2], although care has to be 

taken when selecting the particular image compression 

technique. Lossy compression might help in reducing the size 

of 24-bit digital images but the parts of the hidden 

information could be lost during the compression process. 

Lossless image compression avoids this pitfall but the 

achieved compression might not be significant. Popular 

digital image encoding techniques used recently are least 

significant bit encryption methods [5] and masking and 

filtering techniques [6]. Other, more robust techniques such 

as complex algorithms, image transformation techniques and 

image encryption techniques have been recently reported and 

described [7]. 

A. Video Steganography 

Video steganography refers to techniques used to hide 

video data within another video data. The most popular and 

convenient technique used for video steganography is the 

least significant bit (LSB) substitution technique, very much 

similar to the same method used for image steganography.  

Recently, a modification to the traditional LSB technique 

by replacing LSB bits by LSB+3 bits has been proposed [8]. 

Utilization of integer wavelet transforms in video 

steganography has also been presented [9] and the possibility 

of extending the scheme to color images proposed. Use of 

discrete cosine transform (DCT) in combination with LSB 

has been reported[10], although in this scheme only text data 

have been hidden as well as retrieved from the cover video 

file. 

The developments to hide more complex data inside a 

video can be achieved by the implementation of 

two-dimensional discrete wavelets transforms (DWT2). The 

more detailed discussion of the DWT2working and 

implementation in this work is illustrated in the following 

sections.  

B. Discrete Wavelets Transforms 

Wavelet transform is one of the established techniques to 

accomplish time-frequency transformation of a signal or 

image. In many cases it is considered to be superior to Fourier 
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One of the oldest and simplest wavelet transforms is the 

Haar wavelet. This transform cross multiplies a function or a 

given waveform with the Haar wavelet with various shifts 

and stretches. Main concept of Daubechies wavelets is 

similar to that of Haar wavelets but the two methods differ in 

the way scaling and wavelets are defined. Here, a scaling 

function called “father” wavelet generates multi resolution 

orthogonal observations [14]. Symlets are a part of the 

wavelet family and a modified version of Daubechies with 

enhanced symmetry [15], [16].  

C. Wavelet Based Steganography  

Wavelet transformation is usually accomplished through 

two stages - quantization and encoding. Methods for 

embedding data or information which needs to be hidden are 

usually applied after the wavelet transformation. The 

coefficients obtained after the application of discrete wavelet 

transforms are modified according to the stego data - data 

which requires hiding with the aim to be reconstructed once 

the data has been received at the end of the hiding process. 

The hidden data is retrieved by reversing the hiding process 

and applying the inverse discrete wavelet transform 

application on the stego image [17], [18]. This process is 

illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Embedding process using DWT and IDWT. 

 

II. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT 

Development of the video steganography method 

described in this work followed five different stages. First, a 

technique aimed at hiding a grey scale image in another grey 

scale image has been developed and tested, followed by the 

extension of this approach in order to hide a grey scale image 

in another color type image. This has then been modified into 

an algorithm able to hide a single grey scale image in a 

number of RGB or color images and further into a method to 

hide multiple grey scale images, i.e. a grey scale video in 

streaming color images or color video. Finally a two stage 

algorithm to hide a color sequence in another color sequence 

using wavelet bands was developed as well as the way of 

inversing the encryption algorithm in order to reconstruct the 

wavelets to the stego video. 

Fig. 2 shows the first part of the encryption process which 

can be summarized in the following nine steps: 

1) The cover color video is broken down in red, green and 

blue channels.  

2) The secret color video is also broken down in red, green 

and blue channels. 

3) The red channels are extracted from the cover color 

video and wavelet transformed into four wavelet bands. 

4) The total numbers of cover color video frames are 

divided into 3 equal blocks (i.e. if the total number of 

cover color video frames are 300, then each block has 

100 frames). 

5) All of the blocks having 100 frames of the cover color 

video each are wavelet transformed and wavelet bands 

are obtained. 

6) In the 300 HH bands, first 100 HH bands are replaced 

with 100 red channels of secret color video frames, 

second 100 HH bands are replaced with 100 green 

channels of secret color video frames and third 100 HH 

bands are replaced with 100 blue channels of secret color 

video frames. 

7) In this step, the stego red channels are reconstructed with 

modified bands. This reconstruction process results in 

stego red channels of cover color video. 

8) The stego red channels are concatenated with untouched 

green and blue channels to obtained stego video frames. 

9) The frames are stitched sequentially to obtain a color 

video which is known as the stego video and is identical 

to the cover color video. 

 

III.  TESTING 

This section illustrates the testing of three of the five stages, 

i.e. intermediate algorithms and provides results obtained 

during the algorithm development. 

 
Fig. 2. Hiding the channels of secret video are in the HH bands of red 

channels of cover video. 
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transform due to the fact that wavelets can capture frequency

as well as location-in-time information about the analyzed

waveform or image [11]. In fact transform domain techniques 

have been shown to hold better to decryption attempts and 

attacks[12], [13]. Some of the often used discrete wavelet

transforms include Haar, Daubechies and Symlets wavelets.
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A. Grey Scale Image Hidden in a Color Video 

The formats considered for testing at this stage are avi, 

mp4, 3gp and mov as the PSNR values of these formats do 

not differ drastically. The testing is carried out by hiding the 

covert grey scale image in a color video of 10 seconds 

duration with a frame rate of 30 frames per second 

(30×10=300 video frames). Each of the 300 frames has the 

same grey scale image hidden in them. 

Fig. 4 illustrates four randomly selected stego video 

frames which are compared with corresponding original 

cover video frames. Although differences can be detected by 

the HVS when those selected images are magnified, the 

PSNR values are still high (in the range of 35-36 dB). 

 

Fig. 3. Generation of stego colour video (REPLACED HH BANDS= RHH). 

 

 
Fig. 4. Selected stego video and the corresponding cover video frames. 

 

The PSNR figure for the retrieved covert grey scale image 

scaled up by integer 3in this example, shown in Fig. 5 is 19 

dB. 

B. Grey Scale Video Hidden in Color Video 

The testing of this step is carried out by hiding the covert 

grey scale video of 5 seconds duration in a color video of 10 

seconds duration with both videos having the same frame rate 

of 30 frames per second. The first 150 frames of the color 

cover video are used by the algorithm and each of them had 

first 150 of the same grey scale video frames as covert image 

hidden in them. The frames are retrieved sequentially from 

the first 150 frames of color cover video and stitched into a 

grey scale video. 

Fig. 6 shows stego frames 30and 150, the corresponding 

hidden grey scale video frames, and resultant corresponding 

retrieved grey scale video frames after up-scaling by an 

integer of 3. 

C. Color Video Hidden in Another Color Video 

The final version of the algorithm is tested on “avi” format 

videos. Fig. 7 shows three corresponding frames, one from 

each block of the stego color video where each of the frames 

has any one component of the hidden video frame (i.e. red, 

green and blue in a sequentially order of video frames).  

The retrieved color video is shown in Fig. 8 which shows 

the original retrieved video frame and integer multiplied by 2 

and 3 with improved PSNR values. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Retrieved covert grey scale image.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Stego frames 30 and 150, the corresponding hidden grey scale video 

frames, and resultant corresponding retrieved grey scale video frames after 

up scaling by integer 3.  
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Fig. 7. Three corresponding frames, one from each block from the stego 

color video; each of the frames has any one component. 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 8. Two retrieved video frames with different scaling. 

 

IV. RESULTS 

Table I shows the PSNR values achieved with different 

wavelet types used in testing. 
 

TABLE I: PSNR (DB) VALUES OF DIFFERENT WAVELETS 

 

Wavelet 

type 

 

HAAR 

 

Db1 

 

Db2 

 

Db10 

 

Db20 

 

Stego 

image 

 

47.813 

 

47.813 

 

47.8535 

 

47.97 

 

47.9872 

 

Retrieved 

image 

 

61.4620 

 

61.4620 

 

61.5020 

 

62.11 

 

62.13 

 

Table II shows the PSNR values for the same videos with 

different formats which were used in the testing. The PSNR 

values for all the formats are in the range between 31 and 32 

dB thus the developed algorithm is suitable to be applied to 

any of those formats. 

 
TABLE II: PSNR VALUES FOR SAME VIDEOS WITH DIFFERENT FORMATS 

PSNR VALUES DB 

.wmv .avi .mp4 .3gp .mov 

32.3716    31.4944 31.4164 31.5622 31.4850 

 
TABLE III: SHOWS THE PSNR VALUES FOR RETRIEVED COLOR 

VIDEO WITH DIFFERENT INTEGER MULTIPLICATIONS PSNR 

VALUES FOR DIFFERENT SCALED RETRIEVED FRAME 

 

Without any scaling 

 

x2 scaling 

 

x3 scaling 

 

x4scaling 

11.9057 15.6069 20.0816 18.9357 

 

Table III shows the PSNR values for retrieved color video 

with different scaling. The computation error is the cause of 

the poor quality in the retrieved video reflected in the PSNR 

values in the range of 9 to 10 dB after retrieving the color 

video from the cover color video. In order to enhance the 

quality of the retrieved video the image elements are scaled 

up in each. Results are shown on Table III indicating 

significant improvement when integer 3 up scaling is applied. 

However, if the integer multiplier is greater than a threshold 

integer, then the quality degrades. It could be concluded that 

the decryption process is feasible and quality of the retrieved 

video is indicated by the acceptable PSNR figures.  

Table IV shows the PSNR values and MSE of stego color 

video along with retrieved color video, also shows PSNR and 

MSE for different types of wavelets with execution time 

measured for encryption and decryption. 

 
TABLE IV: SHOWS THE PSNR AND MSE VALUES FOR VARIOUS WAVELETS 

TESTED AND THEIR EXECUTION TIME 

 

 

Although, it is evident from the table that Haar and Db20 

wavelets performance is very close, computation time for 

Haar wavelet is significantly shorter compared to Db20. 

Daubechies20 have a slight edge over the Haar in terms of 

stego video PSNR and Haar have a slight edge in terms of 

retrieved video PSNR. Considering both points, it can be 

concluded that the use of Db20 is superior and Daubechies20 

is the wavelet chosen in the algorithm.  
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Since the PSNR value is in the range above 30, the 

encryption process is feasible and this process resultant video 

i.e. the stego video is imperceptible whilst data transmission. 

 

V. CONCLUSION  

A color video within video hiding algorithm has been 

proposed in this paper and stages of the algorithm 

development illustrated. The algorithm has been 

implemented in Mat lab and various tests regarding the 

quality of encoded video and carrier video as well as 

computational time needed to complete the encryption of a 

short video sequence measured. The results indicate the 

feasibility of the proposed approach although the 

computational requirements are significant. The results 

correspond with parts of [19], [20] and are also somewhat 

inferior to those achieved using hybrid wavelet transforms on 

images but illustrate the feasibility of the application of 

wavelets for video steganography.  

The PSNR value of nearly 37 dB indicates the quality of 

the covert video in stego video. The PSNR value of nearly 21 

dB, shown in Table III and illustrated in Figure 8 indicate the 

feasibility of retrieving process of the covert video and the 

potential of the proposed algorithm.  

Various video format sand types of wavelet transform have 

been tested. Some indication of the optimal selection has also 

been given in the results section, Table I and II. 
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